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The results are in
By Zachary Stahl and James Speir
ZACHARY_STAHL@CSUMB.EDU JAMES_SPEIR@CSUMB.EDU

After two days of online voting on April 8
and 9, the results for the 2003-2004
Student Voice Board are in. However, “evoter,” which was implemented to increase
voter turnout and make voting easier,
proved to not be quite as convenient or
effective as intended.
Coincidentally, Banner went down right
after online voting Opened, stalling the elec
tions for the first three hours. Even during
the online voting session in the main quad
on April 9, the wireless network went down
and students had to resort to the computer
labs, said Carolyn Drouin, Student Voice
statewide affairs representative.
Other students, who may have not read
the instructions, were logged out of their
voting session before finishing. When try
ing to log back in, e-voter replied that they
had already voted. Drouin added that there
is no way for Student Voice to determine
whether a specific student voted with the
current system. Thus, some students’ votes .
were forfeited.
The voter turnout was lower than
expected with 7.4% of registered students
casting a vote, down from 15.2% last year.
Despite the difficulties, students
expressed their appreciation for the new
voting system. “I thought it was conven
ient,” said Global Studies senior Anthony
Popovic, who supports the use of the sys
tem for upcoming elections.
“It was nice that it linked to candidate
statements,” said Visual Public Art senior
Shane Mahon.

The shadow period for the newly elected

Hedwig
brings in
a crowd
See story page 10

For her capstone, Rebecca Rosenthal directed and produced Hedwig and the Angry Inch starring Leslie Lamcke.

Students easy targets for identity theft
By Colleen Cooney
COLLEEN_COONEY@CSUMB.EDU

officers will begin on April 14, in which the
officers will learn the ropes of their posi

tion from last year’s Student Voice Board.
The official inauguration of the Student
Voice Board will be May 5 from 12-2pm in

the University Center Ballroom.

When CSUMB student Mac Clemmens
noticed some papers flying around an open
area on campus recently, he thought it
would be right to pick up the litter. But
what he discovered was lists of students’
names and identification numbers, which
happen to be Social Security numbers. “I

could have applied for credit cards with
that information,” he said.
The Monterey Bay campus is one of only
three CSUs that still use Social Security
numbers as student IDs. But this will soon
change. According to Stephen Reed, asso
ciate vice president for university relations
at CSUMB, the CSU system is currently in
the process of assigning new random iden
tification numbers for students.

The Common Management System
(CMS) is a CSU system-wide program that
assigns unique identifying numbers for all
students and employees, according to
Chancellor Charles Reed. Social Security
numbers are still necessary for such things
as financial aid and payroll information,
but there are new restrictions that limit the
► IDENTITY: Page 6
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Tragic car crash
shocks CSUMB
By Karen Bailey
KAREN_BAILEY@CSUMB.EDU

CSUMB student Simone Botros was born
on July 25, 1981 in Cairo, Egypt. According
to an autobiography she wrote for a class,
by the age of two she had traveled around
the world to cities such as London, Port
Said, and Damietta.
Simone enjoyed the summers in Egypt
because school was out and she could socialize
with friends. She spent most of her childhood
in Egypt until the winter of 1996 when her fam
ily received green cards to live in America.
Simone graduated top ten in her class
from Seaside High School in 1998 and in the
fall she began her first semester at Monterey
Peninsula College (MPC). The summer of

What’s Up at CSU Monterey Bay
2001 Simone graduated with an Associate’s
of Arts degree from MPC and started her
first semester at CSUMB in the fall. Simone
was a Management & International
Entrepreneuship (MIE) major and planned
to graduate in the fall of 2003.
According to the Monterey Herald, on
March 29, a 15 passenger van coming from
St. Anthony Monastery in the Mojave
Desert community of Yermo; a trip of pray
ing and contemplating.
The 2002 Ford van was northbound on
Interstate 15 and traveling 70 mph when it
began to drift toward a vehicle in the next lane
at a section of the freeway with a slight bend.
According to the Highway Patrol, the
driver, Peter Demian, swerved several times
while trying to straighten out, sending the
van out of control. Highway Patrol reported
11 of the 14 passengers were not wearing seat
belts and were ejected into the center divider.
Simone enjoyed music and dancing. She
was a lover of life, and surrounded herself
with people who cared about her.

The Counseling Center is here for you
By Emily Oberheim
EMILY_OBERHEIM@CSUMB.EDU

Eating disorders are an everyday occurrence
on college campuses. They affect men just as
they affect women. The most common age of
onset for eating disorders is 12 to 25, in which
the ages of most college students fall.
Lynne White Dixon, the clinical supervi
sor for the Personal Growth and Counseling
Center, said, “New sources of stress that col
lege life can bring such as academic pres
sures, needing to fit in and living away from
home can cause a student to feel over
whelmed and out of control. Thus, eating
issues can be a common way for students,
mostly female students, to respond to this
stress. This is what we see at CSUMB.”
Students may try to cope with stress by
overeating, not eating enough or not eating
at all. People may develop disorders because
they feel they have little to no control in life.

White Dixon said, “Often students think com
ing to a counseling center is astatement that they
are ‘dysfunctional’ or weak or incompetent”
Students on this campus have expressed
the need for assistance for disorders. The
Personal Growth and Counseling Center
wants students to know help is there.
Counselors can help students’ sort things
out. Specialized groups, such as the ongoing
Dads Group and African American Men’s
Group can also provide support. Other
short-term groups include a Grief Group,
Understanding Self through Art Group and a
group for students experiencing depression.
Some other resources include Peer
Counseling and Campus Ministry, which
the counseling center coordinates.
Gary Rodríguez, educational outreach
director for the Center, said, “We are work
ing with students to know about what
resources are available to them to become
a healthier person.” <3>

Should we be at war with Iraq?
By Zachary Stahl
ZACHARY_STAHL@CSUMB.EDU

The University Ballroom will make room
for a debate panel on Wednesday, April 16
at 7 p.m. to discuss the U.S. and Great
Britain’s war on Iraq. The debate will be
lead by four expert panelists.
The first panelist, David R. Henderson is
an associate professor of economics at the
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey and
belonged to President Reagan's Council of
Economic Advisors from 1982 to 1984.
The second panelist, Eric Garris, is one of
the founders and Webmaster of antiwar.com
and served as Northern California’s vice chair
of the Libertarian Party in 1981.
In addition to Henderson and Garris, Shawn
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Steel will be on the panel as weft Steel is an assis
tant professor at the Cleveland Chiropractic
College of Los Angeles and a member of the
Republican National Committee.
The forth panelist, Cyrill Vatomsky, an immi
grant from the Soviet Union, holds a master’s
degree in Linguistics from the State University
of Leningrad. During the Iran-Iraq War,
Vatomsky worked as an interpreter with the
USSR Ministry of Foreign Trade in AlNassirijah, Iraq.
CSUMB student Zack Krone is one of the
main organizers of the event and will also
moderate the debate.
The Libertarian Party of Monterey County,
who also spearheaded the “Books not
Bombs” anti-war protest on campus, is the
main sponsor of the event, said Krone.

“We, the students...”
By Colleen M. Cooney
COLLEEN_COONEY@CSUMB.EDU

More than ten percent of the student body
signed a petition recently in support of
extending library hours, which were
reduced after a hiring freeze prevented a
full-time staff position from being refilled.
The hiring freeze is a result of the
California State University budget cuts,
which took effect early this semester.
Administrators do not know when the
freeze will be thawed. “We have not
received permission [from President
Smith] to recruit for the position,” said
Library Director Bill Robnett.
Student Voice has been successful in
arranging longer hours in the Media
Learning Complex (MLC) for the remain
der of the semester. The MLC is now open
until midnight Sunday-Thursday. Student
Voice hopes this will help compensate for
the loss of library hours, but doesn’t feel it
is an appropriate substitute.
“They both provide computers,” said
John Charter, student body president,
“but... the library provides better research
resources and lots of table space for a more
favorable studying atmosphere.”
Several students self-organized a petition
for extended hours, which Charter submit
ted to Provost Diane Cordero de Noriega.
The petition outlined the difficulties that
many students have finding time around
full course loads and full-time jobs to study
and do research in a quiet environment.
“We urge the administration of CSUMB to
acknowledge the essential role the library
plays in our education,” the petition states,
“and provide the library with the funding
needed to meet student educational needs.”
Hours have been extended during the
week before assessment, says Robnett,
thanks to the circulation staff. “They
wanted to serve the students knowing how
tight times are.” The staff will keep the
library open 34 extra hours during that
week despite having fewer people on staff.
Charter hopes the library receives top pri
ority when university rehiring resumes, and
is proud of the effort made by students to
address the issue. “Thank you to the student
advocates who organized the library peti
tion,” he said, “Your collective efforts brought
over 370 signatures... Great work!”

newscalendar
Welcome to "What's Up!” This listing of
events lets CSUMB students know what's up
on campus. Find out about great activities
like what music group is coming to campus.
You can find "What’s Up” on General News
and in the Official Events folder, both are located
in The Source, and on our web site:
http://csumb.edu/events every Friday after
noon. You can also have it e-mailed to your mail
box-just e-mail Holly White and ask to receive
"What's Up”every Friday.
"What’s Up” is geared toward CSUMB stu
dents, although it contains useful information
for staff and faculty as well. To publicize an
event on "What's Up,” simply fill out a publicity
intake form from the University Advancement
conference folder and e-mail it to Holly White
on FirstClass or send it intercampus mail to
86A. If you need disability or interpreter accom
modations to attend these events, please
promptly contact the sponsors of the event.

Now through April 30 (or until sold-out)
Tickets are on sale for the annual gala,
Celebration of Community honoring
CSUMB Distinguished Fellows.
Proceeds from Celebration of Community bene
fit CSUMB’s Local Area Scholarship Opportunity,
which provides one scholarship per year to one
student from each public high school and com
munity college in the Tri-County area.
Tickets are available now. Celebration of
Community takes place April 30 and begins at
6:00p.m. Tickets are available by calling;
831-582-4141. $175. Contact 831-582-4141.

Wednesday 4/16
The Art of Negotiating
Whether buying a car, or working with a commit
tee, negotiation is a basic skill that everyone
needs. Come to this highly practical workshop
that will help you become a more effective nego
tiator. The program will focus on key skills
including through preparation, clarity of com
munication, keeping emotional distance, good
listening skills and achieving win-win outcomes.
This workshop is highly interactive and inter
spersed with practical exercises and role-play
scenarios. Come prepared to actively participate!
12:30pm-2pm MLC Bldg. 18, Rm. 120. Free. Contact
Ruth Kim via FirstClass.

friday 4/18_______________
“Welcoming Diversity" Workshop
The CSUMB Campus Affiliate of the National
Coalition Building Institute will conduct a oneday “Welcoming Diversity” workshop for stu
dents, staff and faculty. Participants will learn to
welcome diversity within our community, heal
the hurt caused by oppression, become better
allies for each other, intervene in the face of
oppressive words or actions, and communicate
across our differences.
8:30am-4:30pm Bldg. 80. Free. Contact Gary
Rodríguez at 831-582-3973.

What’s Up for Students was brought to you by
News and Public Information Intern Adriana
Gomez-HCOM Major.
If you would like an event posted in What’s Up,
pleasefill out a publicity request form and contact
HollyWhite.
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Taylor’s memory lives on
By Amanda Wo Hard
AMANDA_WOLLARD@CSUMB.EDU

When Kourtney Brutzman was in fourth
grade, she and her cousin Taylor “Tay”
Brutzman went to a summer camp
together. Since they were older than many
of the other campers, they thought very
highly of themselves. So cool, in fact, that
they believed they could trick people into
thinking they were twins. They dressed
exactly alike every day, and since they
shared the same last name, everyone fell for
it. Ordinarily, a prank like this would end at
the close of the summer, but only a person
with devotion to amusement for hilarity
like Taylor could keep it up for two years.
Consequently, those that knew her and
loved her were jolted into shock and grief
when Taylor Mawr Brutzman committed
suicide on campus on Friday, March 14 at the
age of 21. A VPA major who was well liked by
family, friends, classmates and professors,
Taylor played an integral role in many lives.
A memorial service was held March 25 in
the lecture area of VPA building 71. Despite
their solemn faces and somber mood,
Taylor’s warmth and kindness was reflected
in the people who joined together to com
fort each other. Her diverse style and strong
sense of fairness were revealed through the
anecdotes friends, classmates and profes
sors chose to share.
Mel Mason, a counselor with the
Personal Growth and Counseling Center on
campus, was on hand to facilitate the
process of healing. “One of the antidotes to
deal with the loss of someone you love,” he
said, “ is to remember—to memorialize.”
Those who have been affected by this
tragedy struggle with the paradox of wit
nessing a loved one’s permanent answer to
questions they may never know. The direc
tor of VPA, Amalia Mesa-Bains, said even
though there is a compulsion to ask “why,”
people realize there is no answer.

Mesa-Bains agreed with Mason on the
importance of memory, and voiced her
desire to remember Taylor in a permanent
sense. The VPA department is currently dis
cussing ideas to aid in this endeavor.
A gathering to share memories, thoughts,
poems and stories was held at Marina State
Beach on Sunday, March 30. About one
hundred people, including Taylor’s mother,
father and sister, turned up at the campus
wide memorial, organized by Frederick Park
Program Assistant Summer Ray Middleton
and CSUMB student Farah Hussain.
Middleton, who had befriended Taylor
during their freshman year at CSUMB, said,
“I did this memorial because I was Taylor’s
friend, not because of my job,” adding that
Taylor was one of her first friends on cam
pus. The beach site was chosen in order to
incorporate Taylor’s love of the ocean into
the memorial meant to celebrate her life.
Middleton said the atmosphere at the
memorial was amazing. “You could definitely
see people going through the different stages
of the grieving process,” she said. “I think that
this allowed closure for some people and it
allowed them to share their thoughts.”
The memorial ended as the sun set, and
the weather was uncommonly warm. “I like
to think that was just for Taylor,” Middleton
said, “she deserved to be remembered on a
beautiful day.”
A “memory board” was given to Taylor’s
family, on which they could place the pic
tures, poems and other items given to them
throughout the memorial by people who
knew their daughter.
One student, Ian Rumery, gave Taylor’s
father an invitation she had made back in
1999 for a dinner she and her friends were
putting together. Middleton said, “Ian had
spoken about how much it meant to him
and that he knew she had spent so much
time making this little invitation.”
Taylor’s creativity manifested itself in
many forms. In an email, Kourtney

Brutzman talked about her cousin Taylor’s
fascination with making jewelry. “Tay was
always going through a phase regarding jew
elry making, be it friendship bracelets, or toe
rings, or hemp jewelry, or beaded necklaces.”
Accompanying her creativity, Taylor had
a knack for impersonations. “She was all
about the physical humor,” said Kourtney.
“It is a shame some people will never get to
experience how funny she was.”
Kourtney said that she, Taylor and Taylor’s
sister, Ashlee, had an ongoing joke concern
ing family pictures. “Tay’s dad has always
been very traditional regarding family stuff
like road trips and pictures, so Tay always
made it her mission to be [a] non-conform
ist teenage daughter,” Kourtney said. The
three girls made it their “shtick to mess up
any picture by making stupid faces.” Photo
albums abound with family group photos
over the years, with the three girls “messing
everything up,” said Kourtney.
The death of a loved one can affect peo
ple many different ways. Shortly after
Taylor’s death, the Personal Growth and
Counseling Center posted an email on
Open Forum, encouraging the campus
community to utilize their free, confiden
tial services if they need someone to talk to.
Brian Dawson, an apartment living coordi
nator in Frederick Park, also urges students to
seek help throughout their grieving process.
After their immediate physical needs are met,
survivors of a tragedy need emotional sup
port, he said. In fact, the Counseling Center
was among the first people Dawson con
tacted when initially responding to the situa
tion. “I don’t want to say this is routine at all,”
Dawson said, “but I’ve been in this role
before... we are prepared.”
Apartment Living Coordinators and
Residential Advisors are trained in how to
deal with the suicide of a resident. “It’s a
hard thing to deal with,” Dawson said. “I’ve
had deaths in every school I’ve worked at,
it’s unfortunate to say.” According to
Dawson, although there have been near
death experiences among residents,
including attempted suicides and alcohol
poisonings, Taylor’s is the first successful
suicide attempt at CSUMB.
Dawson urges students to pay attention
to friends and roommates. If you hear them
talking about death or suicide, and like
terms are “creeping into their speech more
and more, advise them to get professional
help at the Counseling Center,” Dawson
said. “There could be depression or other
things going on.”
Gary Rodríguez, a health educator in the
Personal Growth and Counseling Center,
reiterated the necessity of getting help for
someone you may think needs it.
If you refer your roommate or your
friend, and they are not receptive to the
idea, Rodriguez suggests calling the
Counseling Center yourself to let them
know there is a potential person who could
use support. “Of course,” Rodriguez said, “if
you suspect they are in immediate danger
to themselves or others, call 9-1-1.”

Suicide warning signs
• Seriously depressed
• Increasingly isolated
• Giving away prized
possessions
• Doing poorly in school
• Talking about wanting to die
• Acting in a violent fashion
• Taking unnecessary risks
• Threatening to commit suicide
• Acting in a strange manner
• Suddenly happy for no reason
after a long depression
• Abusing drugs or alcohol
More than one sign often
means that help is necessary.

What you can do
• Listen to your friend with con
cern, allow them to express
their feelings
• Talk and express your concern
in a non-judgmental manner
• Show your support by encour
aging your friend to seek pro
fessional help immediately
• If they refuse, get help for
them

What not to do
• Don’t try to handle it alone
• Don’t swear yourself to
secrecy
• Don’t ignore your friend
• Don’t change the subject
• Don’t leave the person alone
• Don’t suggest drugs or alcohol as
a solution (Most people commit
suicide while taking a chemical
like drugs or alcohol)
Where you can go for help
Personal Growth &
Counseling Center
582-3969
Peer Counseling Center
582-4850
CHOMP 24-Hour Crisis Line
625-4623
Suicide Prevention Service
1-877-ONE-LIFE
April 16-30,2003
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ProWar- Mark Weirick, Joseph Forman, Amber Newmann, and Vito Triglia held signs and gave
speeches satirizing pro-war arguments as an April Fools joke.

Give war a chance
By Zachary Stahl
ZACHARY_STAHL@CSUMB.EDU

It was a quiet and gloomy afternoon in the
main quad on April 1 as students either scur
ried to class or sought refuge in their dorms.
The atmosphere quickly changed, however,
when a voice yelled “Yeah, War!” and several
CSUMB students joined in chanting a patri
otic roar of “U.SA! U.S.A.!” initiating what
appeared to be a pro-war rally.

The protestors marched through the quad
holding signs which read “Give war a chance
(again)” and “We need oil dammit!” A hand
ful of curious students gathered in front of
the student center as Mark Weirick, a
Human Communication junior, proceeded
to give a speech through a megaphone.
“ft has been quite obvious to us that there
are too many flag-burning, America-hating,
Arab-loving hippies running around, trying
to bash us and our country about this cur

rent war in Iraq. I say, love it or leave it,” said
Weirick. The audience either bit their
tongue or laughed uncontrollably as
Weirick smiled through his speech. “We can
expect to be in an endless war with terror
ism for decades to come, and we sure as hell
have a lot of ass left to kick,” said Weirick.
After the speech Weirick encouraged the
students to join them in their march to the
Army recruiting station to sign up for serv
ice. The truth came out as protestors handed
out flyers reading “April Fools! Thank you for
participating in our celebration of April
Fools. Now get off your ass and go stop the
war suckah!” The protestors then marched
through the dorms chanting “More oil! More
war! That’s what we are fighting for!”
Next, the protestors marched to the World
Theater, and on their way back they ran into
a bus full of San Diego students visiting
CSUMB from Steel Canyon High School.
Some of the students shouted “Hell, yeah”
as protestors chanted and handed out fly
ers. When asked what he thought of the pro
testors, one of the visiting students, Patrick
Boye, said, “We’re used to them by now.”
Most students on campus laughed with
the protestors. “I think it’s pretty funny,” said

Nicolette Daly, Liberal Studies freshman. “It’s
a nice way to get people’s attention.” Other
students cheered in support of their cause,
not knowing it was an April Fools’ gag.
“Go to class” was called out from one
dorm window. Liberal Studies sophomore
Patty Sidhom said, “I don’t think it’s funny
because it’s a serious topic.”
Weirick said the group organized the rally
“to expose some of the thinking that goes
with the pro-war stance... but [to] also
polarize people.” The protestors ridiculed
the rhetoric of liberating the Iraqi people
with a sign reading “Liberate Iraqi Oil.” The
group also mocked America’s foreign policy
with a sign reading “Iran, Syria, France, etc.
YER NEXT!” Weirick said the reference to
joining the Army was targeted at “people
who advocate war but don’t go out and fight
it themselves.”
Liberal Studies senior Amber Newman,
who participated in the rally, said the satir
ical tactics made “people pay attention
more.” It is too easy for people to categorize
participants in anti-war protests as “hip
pies,” said Newman. She hoped the
approach “might have made them think
about it a little.”

CSU criticized for controversial spending
By Amanda Wollard
AMANDA_WOLLARD@CSUMB.EDU

The Common Management System (CMS)
software program CSUMB and all other
CSUs are required to implement has been
found to be $260 million over budget in a
recent audit requested by the California
Faculty Association (CFA) after significant
questionable conduct was suspected.
CMS is an upgraded software system that
is used to connect all 23 CSU campuses,
tracking student, financial and personnel
records. This centralization of the CSU
administration was projected in 1999 to be
phased over 9 years with an estimated price
tag totaling $439 million.
The project, however, is currently slated
to finish two years behind schedule and
exceed its estimated cost by more than
$260 million, bringing the total amount to
$662 million according to a summary of the
report
by
the
California
State
Auditor/Bureau of State Audits.
In a research brief, the CFA said, “the CSU
is making a mammoth one-time invest
ment in a computer system that will cost
more to operate and maintain than the old
administrative system and may not have
been necessary in the first place.”
According to a press release from the Office
of the Chancellor, Richard West, executive
vice chancellor and chief financial officer,
explained that after a few years of experience
putting CMS into operation, the monetary
projection has been revised to $445 million.
The discrepancy between this figure and
the $662 million figure the audit foresees
4 | The Otter Realm | April 16-30,2003

stems from the audit’s inclusion of an aver
age of $23 million per year of ongoing cam
pus operational costs, which was not consid
ered part of the one-time implementation
costs the university associates with CMS.
One of the questionable practices the
CFA was concerned about includes the fact
that CMS was launched without an estab
lished business case that would define the
intended benefits and cost that would
ensure the expenditure of university
resources was worthwhile.
The Office of the Chancellor concedes that
such an analysis was not done, but assures it
had collected extensive information regard
ing technology requirements from each uni
versity. Because the audit highlighted the
necessity of a formal breakdown, however, a
two-phase cost-benefit analysis will be con
ducted, the Chancellor’s Office said, “to con
firm the current benefits of CMS and identify
other potential benefits.”
In addition to the lack of a comprehen
sive planning process, the audit raised
questions as to whether CSU used a fair
and objective competitive process when
choosing a software vendor. The contract
went to PeopleSoft, Inc., based in
Pleasanton without requiring solicitations
for offers from other consulting firms.
Norwood Cole, a Telecommunications,
Multimedia and Applied Computing sen
ior, said he was astonished to hear about
the amount of money funneled into the
CMS project. “I think it’s downright irre
sponsible for the university to spend so
much money... without shopping around,”
he said. “Especially in the time of budget

crisis.” CSU did, however, follow the proper
procedure when selecting the vender for
outsourced data processing services
needed to run CMS.
Coupled with CSU’s neglect of proper
bidding procedures, the audit uncovered
evidence of conflicts of interest concerning
CMS-related procurements. One CSU
employee participating in the CMS procure
ment was found to have ties to PeopleSoft.
The audit report chastises CSU, saying it
“lacks a policy that spells out for employees
what constitutes ‘incompatible activities’
and does not require designated employees
to receive regular ethics training.”
Chancellor Reed issued a CMS Audit
Hearing Statement to the Joint Legislative
Audit Committee on April 3, in which he
addressed criticisms the audit highlighted,
including the apparent conflicts of interests
involved. He assured that the employee in
question fully disclosed his involvement
with PeopleSoft with supervisors before the
selection process, and recused himself
from all decision-making meetings.
The audit also revealed another
employee who “may have used nonpublic
information to benefit personally,” increas
ing the prevalence of questionable con
duct. Reed’s CMS Audit Hearing Statement
addressed this finding further, stating the
person in question purchased Dell stock
after a CSU pricing agreement was signed
with the company.
Reed said, however, “Dell was one of sev
eral vendors selected for campus purchase
agreements, and it was common knowledge
that several campuses had a preference for

Dell equipment.” Moreover, “the stock was
purchased by the employee’s husband with
out knowledge of the... agreement.”
Recent criticism of CMS in the media has
focused on security concerns involving the
access to student and employee Social
Security numbers by users.
“The CMS system assigns a ‘unique iden
tifier’ to students and employees that is not
tied to Social Security numbers,” said
Chancellor Reed in his Audit Hearing
Statement. “However, the CSU, like every
other university in the country, must use
Social Security numbers for such functions
as standardized tests, financial aid, tax
reporting, and payroll.”
On March 26, CSU issued a statement by
Chancellor Reed regarding computers and
security. As a result of the growing concern
for the safety and security of students and
employees, CSU will now implement
“increased security measures” which
would give CSU employees access to Social
Security numbers only if it pertains to their
job. Prior to this measure, users who could
access Social Security numbers had to first
sign a confidentiality agreement.
Cole said access to Social Security numbers
raises a huge issue for college students.
Identity theft is increasingly simple to per
form with the amount of personal informa
tion on the web, and college students have an
abundance of academic records online, he
said. “The CSU system deals with the Social
Security number issue very poorly. They don’t
even attempt to conceal them,” said Cole.
“Their defense against identity theft is the
honor system, and that’s just sad.”

news
Development project builds momentum
By Colleen M. Cooney
COLLEEN_COONEY@CSUMB.EDU

More than 200 acres of the former Fort Ord
will soon be transformed into what devel
opers hope will be a bustling, mixedincome community that will attract busi
ness and help boost the local economy.
Though construction may be up to three
years away, the Monterey County Board of
Supervisors approved an agreement
recently with Woodman Development to
build 1400 single- and multi-family homes.
The planning and approval process is
expected to continue over the next few years
and cost the company around $8 million.
Just minutes away from CSUMB, the East
Garrison community will feature a town
center, an arts district, and a network of
parks, trails and open land. Plans for the arts
district include galleries, artist studios, and
coffee houses. The town center will boast
shopping and dining, as well as apartmentstyle living, and will be within walking dis
tance from all of the surrounding homes.
“We see this as being a really unique place
that people would want to come to,” said
William Silva, co-owner and principal of
Woodman Development He hopes to not only
encourage residents to patronize business in
the center, but also attract other businesses
such as eateries, pubs, delis and retail shops.
“And,” he said, “why not a bicycle shop?”
Because of the high demand for afford
able housing in the area, the Fort Ord Reuse
Authority (FORA) is requiring that a mini
mum of 20 percent of the homes built be
considered 'workforce housing,’ at a price

of $300,000 or less.
On Fort Ord, where the land was basi
cally a gift to local governments, Gary
Patton, Executive Director of Monterey
County Land Watch, feels that a 40 percent
affordable housing minimum can be
achieved—with the help of subsidy.
Consider the costs of labor, materials,
replacement of infrastructure and other
factors of home building. “When you add
all those figures up, the cost of each house
is something that an ordinary-income per
son can’t afford,” said Patton.
But he went on to address the possibility
of a type of housing trust that would con
trol the future-selling price of each home
based on the rate at which it is first sold.
This means that once a home is designated
affordable housing, it will not at any future
point be sold for market price—it would
carry what Patton called “permanently pro
tected affordability.” Extra costs for things
such as infrastructure could be covered by
city or local government, the developer, or
from federal or state grants.
Michael Houlemard, executive officer of
FORA, also addressed the possibility of a
housing trust, but a different type that
would theoretically pool funds from the
jurisdictions, various professional organi
zations, and redevelopment tax increments
that are already set aside for affordable
housing. These funds would then be used
to help potential buyers with down pay
ments, or low-interest loans.
“The Fort Ord Reuse Authority has made
a firm commitment to increase the amount
of work force housing produced on former

Campus planners focus on future developments
By Colleen Cooney
COLLEEN_COONEY@CSUMB.EDU

Empty buildings, abandoned streets, and
gutted facilities abound on campus property.
CSUMB’s ghost town is slowly being trans
formed into a vibrant college community.
Soon only memories will remain of the run
down former Army structures now standing.
The department of Campus Planning and
Development (CPD) recently updated its mas
ter plan, sketching a general picture of what
the campus may look like in the years to come.
“What we want to do is create a campus
core that will really create that feeling of
community,” said Melissa Gutheil, campus
planning analyst.
Open parks and spaces, pedestrian
walks, bicycle paths, and new buildings
and facilities are just a few of the visions
that planners have included in the draft.
In order to accommodate the plan,
dozens of empty structures will have to be
removed. This is a slower and more expen
sive process than one might think, mainly
because of contamination issues.

Many of the buildings on Fort Ord date
back to World War II, and most of them were
built before the late 1970s, which means
that asbestos and lead-based paint (LBP)
were widely used during construction and
now pose a problem for deconstruction.
“Anything containing over one percent
asbestos contamination must be removed
before any deconstruction occurs,” according
to Stan Cook, Facilities and Leasing Manager
for the Fort Ord Reuse Authority (FORA).
Until construction of the new 68,000square-foot Science Academic Center began,
all of the facilities on campus were renovated
Army barracks, offices and other buildings
left behind in the early 1990s. Now that more
new construction is planned, many of the
existing empty structures will eventually
have to come down to make room.
Plans are in progress at Campus
Planning and Development to create a
facility that would eventually process
deconstructed materials so that they can be
used again in new structures. With the help
of a grant from the US Army Corp of
Engineers, CPD is seeking a partner with

Fort Ord land from our current standards
which are already higher than State
requirements,” said Houlemard. “We will
need some creativity, policy support, and
financial resources if we are able to both
accomplish these important goals and
maintain sustainability features of the
major projects—especially when we are
making such a dramatic change in what
exists on the base.”
To meet the 20 percent affordable hous
ing minimum set by FORA’s Base Reuse
Plan, Woodman Development is using a
technique called ‘affordable by design’
home construction. Smaller lots, simple
and efficient designs, and a mix of different
housing types will help control costs.
Woodman Development did consider
higher percentages of affordable homes, but
their county consultants told them it just wasn’t
feasible. However, East Garrison Project
Director Keith McCoy said that about 50 per
cent of the homes planned for development
will price at $380,000 or less, which would place
them at a moderate-income affordability
The development company will have to
pay an almost $40,000 fee on each home
built to help cover costs of replacing preWorld War II infrastructure in the area such
as water, power and gas lines, sewer sys
tems and roads. These costs are estimated
to be around $85 million. “It’s much more
expensive to build on Fort Ord land,” said
McCoy, the East Garrison project director.
He also said that about $10 million will go
into destroying abandoned buildings and
rehabilitating those with historic signifi
cance. There are about 60 total buildings
on this parcel currently.
Construction is expected to begin in 2006.

whom to make this facility possible.
Some of the early building removal projects
will be making way for a new library and stu
dent housing quad, and do not include a
‘deconstruction budget’—which means these
buildings will be decontaminated, then sim
ply knocked down and hauled off, according
to Greta Hilde, project manager. Demolition
is a much less expensive way to remove the
structures, but CPD is looking forward to get
ting a contractor in place to help pilot the new
Materials Recovery Center, which will reduce
the amount of waste going to landfills.
This method can also help reduce costs
by reusing the deconstructed materials for
new buildings. Cook says that shingles,
sheetrock, wood, metals, concrete, brick
and ceramic can all be recycled to make
brand new materials.
As construction begins to happen
around campus, Gutheil says students
should look for definite changes to occur.
“There may be a little dust in the air,” she
said. “But think about what’s coming and
all the new resources that will be available.”
To see the master plan, visit the Campus
Planning and Development Web site at
http://cpd.csumb.edu.

CSUMB students
are moving on up
By Marian Muhammad
Marian_Muhammad@csumb.edu

Watch Out! Stampede on the rise; CSUMB
students are coming through! Student
population is headed for an incline next
semester. There will be an expected 400
additional students next fall, 60 percent of
which will be living in the dorms, accord
ing to Andy Klingelhoefer, director of
Residential Life.
CSUMB’s population is “growing significantly faster than the average campus,” he
said. The university is growing at a yearly
rate of 10-15 percent, while other schools
are growing at a yearly rate of 2-3 percent,
said Klingelhoefer.
This increase in students puts added
pressure on Residential Advisors (RAs) and
Residential Directors (RDs), since it will
also increase the amount of students
under their care. Each RA is assigned
25-40 residents and every RD, who is
responsible for 1 of the 3 dorm areas, is
responsible for up to 500 residents.
Dorm 211, which is now being reno
vated, will help in accommodating the new
students coming in next year. Just as last
year, triple rooms will remain the standard
in order to adequately accommodate all
residents next fall according to Assistant
Director of Residential Life M.J. Donohue.
“I think that for those students who are
used to sharing with just one other person,
it’s going to be very difficult and this will
mean more problems on Residential Life,”
said CSUMB freshman Laura Marques.
“More students will complain about their
roommates and how they feel uncomfort
able and we’ll have to see if Residential Life
can do anything about it.”
In order to prevent a mass of room
changes, Residential Life will “offer a lot
more programs to avoid roommate con
flicts” Donohue said. Roommate contracts
will remain in place as a strategy to better
aid residents in living amongst one
another, she added.
The growth of incoming students at
some schools is so large the university has
a “cap” on how many students can be
admitted. The amount of students admit
ted into these schools depends on how
many graduate or leave the campus.
CSUMB’s enrollment “cap” is at 8,300 stu
dents since “we can only accommodate so
many students based on water allocation,”
said Klingelhoefer.
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Three minutes is all it takes!
By Karen Bailey
KAREN_BAILEY@CSUMB.EDU

It’s easy to think this campus is crime free
but a Trenton Court woman realized this is
not true when she discovered a strange
man in her living room.
On March 5 around 11 a.m. the woman
was taking a shower when she heard a dis
turbing noise. She got out of the shower
and saw a man behind the couch, accord
ing to CSUMB police Lt. Jay Mctaggart. The
suspect pinned the woman down on the
floor, saying he had a gun.
Police said the man, who the victim
described as black or Hispanic, had broken
in through the back door.
Somehow the suspect knew the victim’s
partner kept large amounts of money in
the house and he asked where the money
was located, police said. The victim didn’t
answer and the suspect, who didn’t find
the money, took two pairs of Nike Air
Jordan’s and a laptop computer and placed
them in a laundry bag.
According to Mctaggart, the victim’s
partner, a DJ at a local club, had met the
suspect earlier and bragged about his lav
ish lifestyle.
According to UPD crime statistics, this is
CSUMB’s first apartment burglary. The
most common crimes are domestic vio

lence, noise violations and unlawful
gatherings.
“We manage a small city”, said
Mctaggart.
This campus houses people besides stu
dents, such as families. Monterey
Peninsula College full-time employees are
allowed to live at CSUMB, as well as
employees from the Department of
Defense.
Since the crime, neighbors on Trenton
Court have heightened their awareness.
Trenton Court residents and roommates
Kathryn Ellis and Dawn Hanson said
they’ve locked the bolt lock on the front
door and closed windows at night since
the break-in.
Gary Gardner, who lives across the street
from the victim on Trenton Court, stated
he feels safe and he’s home at all times of
the day, and this is a random act of
violence.
When the neighbors on Trenton Court
were told of the high crime rate CSUMB
has in comparison to other CSU’s, we were
surprised said Gardner.
Mctaggart said there are ways to prevent
crime in the housing area. One is to set up
a neighborhood watch on your street.
Having watchdogs to scare off unwanted
company, and knowing the company you
keep also helps.

211 PC Home Invasion
Date:

Case #:

Height;
Weight:
Sex:
Eyes:

Hair:
Race:

3/5/2003
030169
5 Feet 10 Inches
150
m
brn
brn
hispanic

OTHER INFORMATION BELOW
On 3/5/03, at about 1108 hours, CSU units respond to Trenton Court on a possible stranger in the home.
After contacting the victim, she told us the suspect pictured above was in her home. The suspect either
pried or kicked in the door. The suspect told the victim he had a gun. The suspect did not show the gun bo
the victim.

The suspect grabbed the victim by her shoulder and forced her to the ground. The suspect took the victims
Sony Viao laptop computer, two pairs of Nike Air Jordan sneakers, and a brown mesh laundry bag from the
residence.
The victim described the suspect in his eariy twenties, skinny build, and about 5’-10“. The suspect was
seen wearing a black/gray jacket, dark colored pants, and carrying a biack/gray backpack.
If any agency has similar suspect information, forward to CSUMB pd.

CSU - Monterey Bay Police Department
(831) 655-0268
TRAK (218:1.75.74} This flyer produced on a trak System. For more information about TRAK see www.trak.org

This is a composite sketch of the suspect as described by the victim.
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access to these numbers.
What students may not know is that they
can specifically request through the admis
sions and records office to have a separate
number used for identification. By law, this
request must be granted.
As long as Social Security numbers are
used as student identification numbers,
they will be printed on documents sent by
mail and used as online access codes. This
makes students more vulnerable to identity
theft. State Senate Bill 25 was recently intro
duced into state Legislature and would,
among other restrictions, require public
colleges and universities to “stop printing
students’ Social Security numbers on stu
dent identification cards and on letters and
documents sent to the student at home.”
Current law restricts such use only to the
private sector, according to a spokesperson for
State Sen. Debra Bowen, the bill’s author. The
new law would apply to public agencies as
well, and would ultimately force universities to
use more random identification numbers.
“The safety and security of our students
and employees continues to be our top pri
ority,” said Chancellor Charles Reed in a
recent statement regarding CMS. “We are
taking interim action to tighten restricted
access to sensitive information, and we are
working with PeopleSoft, our software
provider, to create a permanent solution.”
Artemio Pimentel, president of the
California State Student Association said
that CSSA has not yet taken an official
stance on the bill, but “no matter what, the
protection of our students is very impor
tant to CSSA and all CSU students." He rec
ommends that students write letters of
support for SB 25 to state Senate and
Assembly representatives.
Advocates of the bill hope that it will help
protect students from identity theft, which
is becoming an increasingly common
crime. According to its January 2003
report, the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) logged more than 30,000 complaints
of identity theft last year in California. But
this is an understatement, according to
Senator Bowen’s office, because it does not
take into account complaints filed with
local police and sheriffs’ departments.
Whether or not the bill passes, CSUMB is
already in the process of making changes to
eliminate Social Security numbers as student
IDs, according to Stephen Reed. “It is more com
plicated than it appears,” said Reed, explaining
that new student identification numbers must
be entered for every interaction from pre-admis
sion to graduation. “We are working on that
phase of the BANNER/PeopleSoft transition
now” He says the target date for Banner student
identification is June.
Nationwide, the FTC reports the number
of identity theft cases almost doubled
between 2001 and 2002, and California ranks
second highest in the number of victims with
more than 90 per 100,000 people. Twenty-six
percent of these victims are ages 20 to 29.

With information that is widely available
through technology, thieves and hackers can
easily steal personal information and use it
to commit crimes. Communication Science
and Technology Professor Adrian Andrade
said that technology is “making it effortless
and convenient for Big Brother and the glob
alization corporations to ‘legally’ compile
information about each and every individ
ual... you put a dollar sign on these caches of
personal information and you have what has
become a booming business in the new mil
lennium - ‘information sales.’”
Just how easy is it to find personal infor
mation? Thieves are constantly finding new
ways to exploit victims. Recently, compa
nies have reported e-mail scams in which
recipients are told in realistic and profes
sional-looking messages that their per
sonal account information is needed to
reactivate an account, for example. A
recent story on MSNBC.com identified
AOL, PayPal, eBay and Discover Financial
Services as companies already used by
thieves to steal personal information from
unsuspecting customers.
Any company that holds credit card or
other personal information could be a tar
get for identity thieves. CST and World
Languages and Culture major Charles
Chappell noted that although he had not
shopped at Amazon.com for about two
years,' “they still have three credit card
numbers of mine and two of my mother’s.”
This is risky, he said, especially since
Amazon was hit recentiy by hackers. Of
course, it is all made possible by technol
ogy. “This is the system we have,” Chappell
said. “And it’s easy to abuse.”
An easy way that criminals have been
known to obtain identification information
is with an online people search (such as with
USSearch.com) where one can find records,
addresses, marriage information and more
for a fee. “Everything you’d need to apply for
a passport,” said Chappell. Just think how
easy it would be to apply for a credit card.
Some ways to help avoid identity theft,
according to the Identity Theft Resource
Center Web site, include checking your
credit reports once a year, destroying
papers you throw away with sensitive
information, and not putting your Social
Security number or drivers license number
on checks.

For more information on identity theft:
Identity Theft Resource Center:
www.idtheftcenter.org
Federal Trade Commission: www.ftc.gov
Social Security Administration: www.ssa.gov
To write to your representatives:

Senator Bruce McPhearson
State Capitol, Room 4081
Sacramento, CA 95814

Assembly Member Simon Salinas
State Capitol
P.O. Box 942849
Sacramento, CA 94249-0028

Assembly Member John Laird
State Capitol
P.O. Box 942849
Sacramento, CA 94249-0027
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Hedwig brings in a crowd
By Emily Oberheim
EMILY_OBERHEIM@CSUMB.EDU

What do you get when you take CSUMB stu
dents and transvestites and put them in a
room together? You get a TAT student’s cre
ation of the Broadway play “Hedwig and the
Angry Inch” by James Cameron Mitchell.
April 3, 4 and 5 at the Black Box Cabaret,
was Rebecca Rosenthal’s own production
of “Hedwig,” a story about a boy who is try
ing to find his other half while becoming a
rock star. A promise of love and liberation
turns Hedwig towards a sex change opera
tion that goes terribly wrong and leaves
Hedwig with an “angry inch”.
Rosenthal saw the movie Hedwig and the
Angry Inch and was inspired by the theme.
She said, “I saw the movie and said I can
do this, it is a play”.
She put ads all over to get a cast for the per
formance. Then, finally, in December of 2002
she got her cast of CSUMB student actors.

SEX

CSUMB student Jenny Welton said
Rosenthal “is giving to TAT what no one else
could, she packed the house and brought
the transgender community to CSUMB.”
Les Lamcke, who played Hedwig in the
production, saw the movie and knew
immediately he had to play Hedwig. He
said, “I knew the movie was a play and I
loved it and I needed to do it—I am a singer
and a rock star naturally.”
Seeing the performance on stage was a
different experience than seeing the film.
You receive the vibes from the actors that
makes the performance real. The costumes
were very well done. Hedwig’s dresses were
very intricate with colors.
This human story of finding oneself is an
awesome thing for young college students to
see. In college, people are trying to find out
who they are. This story really touches people.
Hedwig and the Angry Inch started playing
in San Francisco in November 2002 at the
Victoria Theatre and is still in production.
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SEX 101 PART VII: ASK GINGER
Dear Ginger.

I'm getting mixed information from my friends about
whether you have to use a condom every time you have
sex or if I only have to worry about it at certain times
during the month. When you have your period, are your
eggs dead or should I worry about getting pregnant?
Sincerely, Scrambled Messages
Dear Scrambled:
You should wear a condom at all times.Condoms do not
just protect against pregnancy.They protect against STDs
that your partner may have and you are not aware of
Women typically have a 72- hour period in which
they can get pregnant.The difficult part is knowing
exactly when your body is ovulating. You may pin it
down to the exact 72- hour period, but you need to real
ize that sperm can live in the body for up to five days.
Women tend to release their eggs two weeks prior
to their periods. If sperm do not fertilize the egg, the
uterine lining is shed and our special friend comes to
visit for about a week.
What you need to keep in mind is that all women
are unique. Accordingto Planned Parenthood, it is possi
ble for a woman to have her period while her egg is
ready to be fertilized. Some women’s bodies release
more than one egg.This can make it tricky to use the
birth control method called family planning. Using con
doms and a form of birth control can greatly reduce
your chances of STDs and unwanted pregnancy.

Dear Ginger:
This has happened two times with my boyfriend and
me. We both took turns pleasuring each other orally
several times during the course of the night. This hap
pened two nights in a row. We then moved on to anal
sex, I could not keep up a proper erection with the con
dom on. We then decided to switch back to oral sex
because we decided a long time ago that we wouId
always use condoms. Is it possible that we have been
having too much sex?
Thanksforthe help. Willing but Unable

Dear Unable.
The answer isyes. Your body is tryingto tell you that it
needs a break. We all hear about how sex Is a great
workout and reliever of stress. There is also such a thing
as too much of a good thing. Just like working out, our
bodies can change so that they can handle more sex as
well. In the mean time, make sure that you are taking

proper care of your body and you save time to refuel.
Good Luck! Ginger
DearGinger:
I heard that smoking pot could affect your period.
Sometimes mine is dead on and sometimes it is up to
two weeks late. Is this because my friends and I get
togetherto smoke out a couple times a month?
Sincerely, Casually Late
Dear Casually Late:
I found that after doing research on this,there is a lot of
conflicting information about the effects of marijuana.
Unfortunately, this information is influenced by the poli
tics of who is putting the information out. Another
problem with determining the effects of casual smok
ing is that everyone has their own definition of casual.
From what I found though, it seems that casual pot
smoking will not affect your period. Ifyou are hitting the
bongfrom time to time, this is probably not causing
your period's fluctuation. There are many things that
can affect a womans cycle. Even your own roommates

Jillian Bagley hard at work on her capstone.

Talking With the women of CSUMB
By Kara Alaimo
KARA_ALAIMO@CSUMB.EDU

CSUMB was talking about senior Jillian
Bagley’s capstone presentation of “Talking
With” by Jane Martin on Wednesday March
14. Bagley premiered her capstone on the
World Theater stage to a nearly packed
house.
Bagley said, “I chose this piece because I
think theater is a very powerful medium for
giving voice to people and issues that might
not otherwise have one.”
In its original format, “Talking With” was
a collection of monologues done by
women expressing issues and stories that
affect their everyday lives, and premiered at
the Actors Theater of Louisville’s 1981
Humana Festival of New American Plays,
Bagley’s cast was comprised of nine
women presenting monologues based on
the lives of very different women.
One character was a fundamentalist
snake handler with a flare of the deep
South and was played by Nicole Taylor.
Briana Krank played a frustrated Broadway
actress who simply wanted to know her
audience.
Jennie Welton played an ex-rodeo rider
with a compelling version of how the rodeo

has turned in to the Ice Capades, and
Shanell Nieves played the role of an elderly
woman who wanted nothing more than to
live in a McDonald’s.
Nieves said, “I was very happy with the
production. Yes, it went very well.”
Bagley said, “my favorite part of doing
this piece was working with the amazing
actresses in my cast and helping them
explore the psyches of some pretty interest
ing women, the kind of which I will proba
bly never have the pleasure, or lack thereof,
of meeting.”
All in all, Jillian Bagley’s version of Jane
Martin’s “Talking With” was a hit. Audience
member Irazu Ortiz Ma Suy said, “It was an
excellent production and I enjoyed it very
much.”
Bagley will be part of the graduating class
of 2003 and says she plans to take next year
off to research which graduate school she
wants to attend. Bagley said, “ In the mean
time I will probably get a job in the area and
continue stage managing at the Western
Stage Company in Salinas.”
Ifyou missed Jillian’s production of “Talking
With” you might be able to catch a different
version by another theater company, but this
was definitely a unique production showcas
ing the talented women of CSUMB.

can have an effect on your cycle. My apartment is filled
with four PMSing women at the same time each
month.
If your period is two weeks late,you might want to
schedule an appointment with a clinician to get
checked out.They can help answer any questions you
have and try to find out what the cause is. If you are
having sex, one thing that can help regulate your cycle,
as well as prevent pregnancy, is birth control.There are
benefits to taking the pill other than just preventing
pregnancy

Cordially,Ginger

Calling all comments, suggestions and editions to Sex 101. Please email my Public Relations Director at carolyn drpuin@csumb.edu.

The nine actresses took the stage in the final bow after the performance.
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JAMES PEIR

Edward Benito Chavez
By James Speir james_speir@csumb.edu

Storyteller

Balance
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Eddie Benito Chavez

Born in Mexicali, Mexico, senior VPA stu
dent Edward Benito Chavez has overcome
many obstacles and beaten the odds. He
moved to Guadalupe, California with his
mother at the age of 13. “We came to
California with what we could fit in a suit
case.”
Not knowing how to speak English, he
found art was the only way he could com
municate to others. “I remember drawing
on a piece of paper to tell my teacher that I
had to go to the bathroom,” Chavez said.
Because he did not belong to any gangs
in the area and did not speak English, the
other students were constantly harassing
him. He admits that he made some bad
decisions as a child but he explains, he was
just trying to fit in with the rest of the kids
who happened to be in gangs. Graffiti was
his main form of art as a child and provided
him an outlet for his frustrations.
In high school, Chavez continued creat
ing graffiti art as a way to communicate
and express his feelings and convey what
others in his neighborhood felt.
“God gave me a gift to represent other
people’s voices,” he said. He created art to
acknowledge the losses of friends that had
died or gone to jail. His art was a way to live
twice: once for him and once for the people
he represented.
His high school teachers called him a
vandal and discredited his talent. “I was
disgusted with the realistic, formal art that
my teachers imposed on me. One teacher
even took my sketchbook from me because
he saw my graffiti art in it. That was like my
diary. I hated him for that. I never saw it
again.”
Although he was involved with a rough
crowd in school, he tried to make peace by
throwing a party on school grounds and

Eddie teaching students at Alisal High School

arts &
entertainment
artscalendar
friday 4/18

Cannonball (live music)
Quality Jazz/ Hip hop fusion for your enjoyment.
8pm BBC Free. Contact Vito Triglia via FirstClass.

I was disgusted with the

realistic, formal art that
inviting two rival gangs. Things went bad
and he almost got expelled from school,
but his principal recognized his efforts for
peace and gave him another chance.
After that, he put gang life behind him
and he joined talents with another artist in
school by making T-shirts with airbrushes
and selling them to the public.
It wasn’t until he attended Gavilan
Community College in Gilroy that he found
support from one of his art instructors.
Professor “R2Row Rosetes encouraged me
to produce my art,” Chavez said. “He
believed in my talents, and taught me
many skills. He even invited me into his
home for dinner. He didn’t have to do that,
but he believed in me.”
Currently 26 years old, Chavez primarily
creates murals to teach kids alternative
methods of expressing themselves so they
don’t get wrapped up in gangs and drugs.
“It’s important to pass on what you once
learned. If you don’t, what’s the point of
learning in the first place?” he said.
Chavez identifies with the kids in the area
and has helped students at Castroville
Elementary in Castroville and currently at
Alisal High School in Salinas to create
murals that signify where the students are
coming from, both literally and figuratively.
He was also one of many VPA students
that created the mural located in front of
buildings 71, 72, and 73.
“Socobeano [a non-profit organization
founded by a former CSUMB student] has
helped me tremendously in getting these
murals put together by donating supplies
and helping me coordinate with the
schools,” he said. “Mini-corps has helped
me get into the classrooms to actually
teach and influence the kids.”
With the support and valuable effort by
these two organizations, he and the stu
dents have been able to erect the Alisal
High School mural in only three weeks. “I
have to give credit to Toadboy Productions
[a videographer] as well. He has docu
mented every step of the project and
charged us next to nothing.”
Chavez plans to continue his teaching
and creating art. “I have always been fasci
nated how shapes create images to identify
with and make people think. That’s why I
create art; to make people think.” Chavez
said he likes people to feel his paintings—
physically and emotionally, not just see
them.
“As for the future,” Chavez said, “I don’t
know where I will end up, but my art will be
a part of any community I live in.”
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Astro 101

These columns express the view of the author, not the Otter Realm. If there is something that pisses you
off, or makes you laugh please let us know. We welcome letters to the editor and will print those that
respond directly to the column and do not cut down the author. You can send letters to the editor at
or@csumb.edu. Thank you. Chanelle Raboteau, Editor-in-Chief

By Pandora

Aries: March 20-April 19 You little rams are
known foryour direct approach in all matters
of life and believe it or not, most appreciate
your honesty. Take care this week when deal
ing with those of a softer temperament, how
ever. Try to hold back on the negative aspects
of being honest without compromising your
standards. You’ll find sharpening your sensi
tivity will strengthen your soul.
Taurus: April 20-May 19 Spain's “Running of
the Bulls,” bull fights with matadors waving
red flags: What is it about the bull that makes
man obsessed with asserting his power over
the creature? As a Taurus, you are uniquely
sensitive to the plight of unwarranted perse
cution. This coming week will provide ample
opportunity for you to build up the mental
strength necessary to face the rest of the
month’s “matadors.”
Gemini: May 20-June 20 When was the last
time you saw the sun set over the ocean?
Stopped and watched the fog roll across the
campus? Take this week to experience nature
in all her wisdom. She’s trying to teach you an
important lifelong lesson; all you need to do
is listen. Extra note: This lesson will be of
great importance at the end of the week
when you recieve news that would seem to
discount all you knew to be true.
Cancer: June 21-July 21 You thrive on the
exchange of feelings, little crab, so it’s no
wonder you’re drawn to forums that let you
express your creativity. Take care, however,
your expression stems from the desire to
share and not from the high vulnerability
gives you. The last thing you want is to be
hurt. Try using this upcoming week to create
a new avenue of sharing your creativity. Ever
thought of posting a poem on the Poetry &
Prose forum on FirstClass? Playing your guitar
in the quad between classes? Doing a chalk
drawing in front of the MLC?
Leo: July 22-August 22 You’ve been far too
modest lately, little lion. I know you have
been working on keeping your ego in check
by maintaining a low profile when it comes
to recognition of work, but remember the key
is balance! Use this upcoming week to find
the right amount of kudos you need in order
to keep up your awesome performance. On a
completely unrelated note: This weekend
you’ll meet someone new. Don’t dismiss this
as just another contact in your address book...
this relationship will stay quite a while.
Virgo: August-September 21 We all know
how important education is to you, Virgo, and
how highly you respect someone with intelli
gence. Why, then, do you insist on perpetuat
ing a relationship with someone who lacks
the intellectual ability to keep you on your
toes? Do yourself a favor and don’t settle for
someone who can't compete on your level.
Libra: September 22-October 22 Known for
your cheerleading capabilities, others rely on
you to encourage them to practice at their
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full potential. But who’s your cheerleader, lit
tle Libra? Are you putting forth your all? Take
this week to develop the relationship that
encourages you to perform your best. You
may find it will be the healthiest connection
you’ve ever made.
Scorpio: October 23-November 21 Scorpios
are known for the extremes their emotions
can go to. Love, for example, can quickly
develop into a passion that even you can’t
handle. Be cautious of letting jealousy and
possessiveness rule over emotions that are, at
their root, more calm. How you may ask, can a
little scorpion such as yourself accomplish
such a task? Be mindful of who you develop
connections with. Cultivate relationships with
people who are secure in themselves and are
honest and receptive to your needs.
Sagittarius: November 22-December 21 You
are full of Fire energy, Sagittarius, and have
you ever been feeling the heat! Take care and
turn down the burner this week, so as to pro
vide time for quiet contemplation of the past
couple months. What have you accom
plished? What have you hesitated starting?
Use these questions as a springboard into
discovering the motivations behind what you
do. You’ll find the answers you provide
enlightening.
Capricorn: December 22-January 19 You’re
one of the hardest working signs of the
Zodiac, Capricorn. You are intent on doing
your best in whatever you do. This leaves you
feeling a great deal more confident in what
you accomplish than in who you are.
However, your achievement, my little moun
tain goat, isn’t tied to your self worth. Take
this week to develop on the inside what you
take great pains to develop in the tangible
sense. Start a journal and vow only to write
prose. Create a dictionary of your feelings
only using symbols and drawings.
Aquarius: January 20-February 17 Slow
down, Aquarius, or your passion for life will
leave you quite lonely. You need stability in
order to cultivate healthy relationships and
you can’t create stability if you keep moving
things around. You’ve driven off far too many
people already with your tendency to listen
only to yourself, so use this coming week to
practice shutting up. Trust me, it won’t con
vey to people you have nothing to say, rather,
it will show you have the capacity to listen
without thinking of how to respond.
Pisces: February 18-March 19 You fish are
knowing creatures, Pisces. You see all, and
know all but will you tell all? Never! The best
secret keepers, you are often called upon to
share the burdens of your loved ones. Take
care that these burdens don’t weigh you
down so much you can't swim. Rather, use
the time these secrets are divulged to act as a
buoy to help a friend keep afloat a while. Not
only will your loved ones be grateful, you will
learn a lot about yourself in the process.

What’s on your plate?
By Elizabeth Ahrens
Elizabeth_ahrens@csumb.edu

Eating disorders... Hmm. A touchy subject.

What is the biggest problem with this? Is it
that it is too hard to eat right or too easy to
eat wrong? The answer is to simply take the
easy way out, right? All you have to do is eat
all that you want and then throw it up later
—that will just take care of the problem,
won’t it? Or what about not eating at all—
you will eventually stop feeling hungry and
your body will look as good as you want,
right? Wrong. Taking this easy way out is like
injecting heroin into your body. It seemed
cool at the time and now you are hooked.
Entering college causes a bombardment
of what many consider problems, but oth
ers consider just bumps in the road.
Without a proper support group or good
friends, many hit the opposite side of the
street and start running in the wrong direc
tion. It is easy to get caught in the “fresh
man 15” epidemic and even harder to get
out of it. The problem is that many times
students get to college as freshmen and
they tend to over-eat, which leads to a
weight gain. Hence the 15 extra pounds.
It seems as though while in the cafeteria
ordering food, many people forget their
mother’s voice in their head telling them to
eat right. Sorry to say, but too bad mama.
Too many college students get caught up in
what isn’t important, including beer, chips,
pizza, ice cream and many other fatty
foods. This causes a change in weight,
appearance and many times morale.
A.D.A.M.com sources say that the exact
cause of each disorder is unknown, but fac
tors thought to contribute to bulimia’s
development are family problems, mal
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adaptive behavior, self-identity conflict,
and cultural overemphasis on physical
appearance. As for anorexia, these sources
say that it is seen mainly in Caucasian
women who are high academic achievers
and have a goal-oriented family or person
ality. A.D.A.M.com experts have suggested
that conflicts within a family may also con
tribute to anorexia. Other psychologists
have suggested that anorexia may be an
attempt by young women to gain control
and separate from their mothers.
Both disorders are linked to depression
and lack of self-confidence. These prob
lems are usually secretive. In each case it is
the person’s dislike of their body shape and
size that leads them to falling into this
repetitive problem.
What needs to be expressed here is that
this problem can be turned around very
fast. Who has the capacity to change or to
convince people that they are ruining their
bodies? Support is the most important
thing. If a problem is noticed, pointing fin
gers will not help, but simple support and
encouragement for people with these
problems will get them a long way.
In many cases insecurity is the root of the
problem and that can only be changed with
assistance and kind words and actions to
show people that they should not be inse
cure and that they are loved and cared for.
Eating disorders can also stem from a chem
ical imbalance in the brain making the per
son believe that they are not good enough
and that they need to have this disorder to
be someone in their society. When this is the
problem, a doctor should be consulted and
help must be gotten before it is too late.
Having an eating disorder is slow suicide.
I encourage all that have insecurity prob
lems, eating disorders or who are suicidal
to take a leap of faith. For the rest of you,
please be the helping hand and the shoul
der to cry on.
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Flower power
By Adrian Gomez
ADRIANA_GOMEZ@CSUMB.EDU

Sign, sign, every where’s a sign. Everywhere
you look these days, there’s a protest about
the current war in Iraq.
When there is a sensitive subject such as
a war, the world takes notice. I haven’t seen
anything quite like it and it has left me
completely in awe.
I recently attended two protests in
Monterey near Fisherman’s Warf, one pro-war
and one anti-war. The pro-war protest was
about three times larger then the anti-war
protest, but they both were impressive dis
plays of patriotic enthusiasm. There were fam
ilies and friends holding up signs and chanting
slogans based on their opinions of the war.
The only objection I have to these
protests is the lack of communication
between the protesters and the opposing
sides. I’ve seen a lot of young children
holding signs and flags and I can’t help but
wonder how much they actually under
stand about the politics and issues that are
being dealt with in the current situation.
Has protesting become a fad?
Protesting as a fad can be both beneficial
and detrimental. It can be beneficial
because it is bringing attention to politics
and the government in our country.
Hopefully, the younger kids are asking their
parents what’s going on and hopefully
they’re getting some good, truthful answers.
If their beliefs are being questioned, they
can start developing their own conclusions.
The detrimental part comes in when
people have no idea what they’re protest
ing against or supporting due to lack of
self-education. Younger children see peo
ple chanting and waving signs and natu
rally want to join in. After all, it’s something
interesting to do on the weekend and it
draws plenty of the non-celebrity attention
that Americans crave.
So when you go out to protest and decide
to bring along the kiddies, make sure you
have an idea of what can be accomplished
and have the information to back it up.

clubscalendar
every sunday

Piecemakers meeting

_

Noon-1pm Building 84
Piecemakers conference.

Otter Student Union Meeting
6pm-7pm MLC (Building 18). Free. Contact Derek
Ford via FirstClass.

every monday _

____

Business Club Meeting
The CSUMB Business Club's mission is to give a
hands on experience of the curriculum learned in
our classes. The Business Club achieves this
through fundraising, event coordination, interac
tion with real businesses and the local community.
Noon-1pm Bldg. 82 B116. Free. Contact Ann Robbins
via FirstClass.

Student Voice Meetings
12:30pm-1:50pm University Center Conference
Room. Free. Contact Wendy Rutledge via FirstClass.

every 1st monday_______
Student Voice President’s cabinet
12:3opm-1:50pm University Center Conference
Room. Free. Contact Katherine Murphy via
FirstClass.

every Wednesday from 4/2-30
The one common bond that all humans share is
t hat they will inevitably experience the death of a
loved one. How each person deals with this loss,
however, can differ greatly. This five-week class
will examine these differences and provide sup
port for those who are in the midst of their grief.
Noon-1pm Bldg. 80. Free. Contact Gary Rodríguez
at 831-582-3973.

every 3rd thursday
Foundation of CSUMB Board Meeting
8:30 am-11am University Center. Free. Contact the
Foundation of CSUMB at 831-582-3500.

every sunday

__

Newman Community Meeting
11pm SACD (Bldg. 44). Free. Contact Matt Peacock
via FirstClass

In All Our Our Affairs
The Al-Anon Family Groups are a fellowship of
relatives and friends of alcoholics who share
their experience, strength, and hope with others.
Spm-6pm Saratoga Community Center. Free.
Contact Charlene Stransky via FirstClass.

__ __

Alcoholics Anonymous
9am-10am Saratoga Community Center. Free.
Contact Gary Rodríguez via FirstCfass.

WCAD (We Care About Disabilities)
3 pm TBA. Free. Contact Irene Nares- Guzicki via
FirstClass.

Japan Club Meeting
48 Kitchen. Free. Contact Victoria Salas via First
Class.

Project: BASS

Where were you?
By Amanda Wollard
AMANDA_WOLLARD@CSUMB.EDU

Where were you Friday night, Feb. 21? I
mean, I know we didn’t have a scheduled
date or anything, but I figured I’d at least
see you at the concert at the BBC.
You.
Yeah, YOU.
How do I knowyou weren’t there? Unless your
name is Zachary Stahl or Vito Triglia I didn’t see
you at the BBC when The Working Poor and
Dominic Castillo and the Rock Savants played.

Free.

Contact

Otter Motor Sports
8pm Student Center Conference Room. Free.
Contact Charles Chappell via FirstClass.
9pm Library. Free. Contact Nicole Jones via
FirstClass.

every tuesday

___

Dad’s Group

10pm-11pm Student Center. Free. Contact Elizabeth

McChesney via FirstClass.

Check it: Two bands are on tour, playing
venues like Tongue in Groove and Bottom of
the Hill in S.F., and here they come to little
old CSUMB and what kind of welcome do
we give them? A spacious stage to play to an
audience you could fit in a KIA sports car.
I’ll admit students are stepping up and support
ing campus talent, as local bands and artists take
the stage at Open Mic night on Thursdays. But
we’re going to lose credibility in being able to
muster up enough audience to attract outside acts.
What happened that Friday night to
make Zachary and me sit there astonished

I.C.A.
The Intercollegiate Chess Affiliation
Brown Bag Bible Study
12:15pm-1:15 pm Dinning Commons. Free (Bring
Your Own Lunch). Contact Melissa Harper via
FirstClass.

Photography Club

This group is for new dads, old dads, soon-to-be
dads and in-between dads.
12pm-1pm Personal Growth and Counseling Center
(Bldg.8o). Free Contact Gary Rodríguez by calling

831-582-3973.

12:15pm BBC. Free. Contact Jakob Kaufman via
FirstClass.

Otter Roller Hockey
12:30 pm Water City Roller Hockey. Free. Contact
Eric Chavez via FirstClass.

Chat the Movies
Chat the Movies is a faith-based organization drat
meets every week to watch movies as a group.
7pm Saratoga Annex. Free. Contact Jean-Paul Hili
via FirstClass.

GSA (Graduate Student Association)
8pm BBC. Free. Contact EricTao via FirstClass.

Anime Club Meeting

every othertuesday
What: E=MC2
(Electronic Music Club & Culture)
Breaking down cultural barriers and making any
form of entertainment dream into a reality.
8pm BBC. Free. Contact Dennis Randolph via
FirstClass.

every tuesday & thursday____
CSUMB Cheer
7pm Bldg. 93. Free. Contact Linsay Klim via
FirstClass.

D.I.V.A.S. (Diversity, Identity, Visions,
Academics and Service)
8pm Student Center Conference Room. Free.
Contact Cristin Costello via FirstClass.

every tuesday & friday____
CSUMB Dance
6pm Bldg. 84F, Rm.120. Free. Contact Raylene
Werner via FirstClass.

every wednesday

12pm Library no. Free. Contact Noel Horrlngton via
FirstClass

12pm BBC. Free

All in the Family meeting

8:15pm Student Center. Free. Contact Rudolph
Heuser via FirstClass.

Living with Loss

every monday

Black Student Union
C.

Music Club Meetings
6 pm Bldg. 30. Free. Contact Soeun Sleng via
FirstClass.

Multicultural Feminist Club
8 pm UC Livingroom. Free. Contact Maribel Sainez
via FirstClass.

every 1st& 3rd wednesday___
InterClub Council meeting
6:15 pm University Center. Free. Contact Heather
Kohles via FirstClass.

thursday
.every
-- - -------------...................... ............................ ..
Spanish Club
6:45pm Bldg.49. Free. Contact Shaun Temple via
FirstClass.

MEChA- Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan at CSUMB.
8 pm MLC Rm 120. Free. Contact Nallely Gutierrez
via FirstClass

Swing Club Meeting
No partner needed
12pm-2pm Bldg. 84 F 120. Free. Contact Meghann
McDonald via FirstClass.

Open Mic with Open Hosts
8pm-10pm BBC. Free. Contact the Black Box
Cabaret by calling 831-582-3597.

every friday
_________ Multicultural Club

Forum For International Issues

Learn about International Issues and discuss
how they can be relevant to our everyday lives.
12 pm UC Living Room. Free. Contact Sasha Sanchez
via FirstClass.

Bilingual Education Student
Organization
12 pm 48E, Conference Room. Free. Contact Catalina
Hernandez via FirstClass.

C.O.O.L. Meeting
Cooperation Of Orientation Leaders

5pm UC Livingroom. Free. Contact Asya Guillory via
FirstClass.

Chicano Latino Grad. Association
planning meeting
5pm TBA. Free. Contact Sandra Chavarin via
FirstClass.

M.O.F.O. -Microbrewers of Fort Ord
6pm BBC. Free. Contact Matthew Montevideo via
FirstClass.

Otter Christian Fellowship

12pm Bldg. 44. Free. Contact Heather Kohles via
FirstClass.

730pm Bldg.18/ Rm 118. Free. Contact Julie Scott via
FirstClass.

we had the band practically to ourselves?
Norwood Cole, a senior in the TMAC pro
gram here at CSUMB, blamed the lack of
publicity surrounding the event. “The only
good advertising here at CSUMB is word of
mouth... basically people say ‘Hey, what are
you doing on Thursday?’ and then people say
‘I’m going to the BBC’ and then they care.”
This theory will prove itself in upcoming
BBC shows, such as Cannonball playing the
18th. Even though it is less than a week away,
no posts on Open Forum have announced
their coming. It seems it will be up to word of

mouth, once again, to bring in an audience
otherwise unfamiliar with the band.
I propose supporting bands that take the
chance coming to perform at a small school
like CSUMB. Not only could the BBC
develop into a hot venue that would rival,
say, Slim’s in S.F., but also we’d bring in a bit
of culture and community that this isolated
university so desperately needs. For more
information on Cannonball, visit www.cannonball.ws. To check out the BBC’s monthly
calendar & other BBC information, go to
http://csumb.org/bbc (and bookmark it!!)
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otter blotter
Due to popular demand and some nagging by friends of the paper and even some faculty

mar 23 2003-sunday

mar 30 2003-sunday

members, the otter blotter is back in action. We are going to take it slow at first with just

INCIDENT/ALARM

INCIDENT

the highlights of the last few weeks of school.

Intrusion/burglary alarm

Party

Location: Frederick Park 2
Summary: Officer responds to complaint of
loud party disturbance, but while enroute,
the call is cancelled.

• Do not burn your food while cooking in the dorms, the fire department will come

Location: 86/University Services
Summary: Officer responds to alarm acti
vation at module “C” building found
secure. Possible cause of activation could
have been the ventilation system that was
still running.

• And just remember, because you didn’t get caught this time doesn’t mean you will be

INCIDENT

Location: Fourth Avenue
Summary: Officer contacts pedestrian, who
proves to be a student taking a walk while
unable to sleep.

Just a few words of advice, so you don’t end up in the otter blotter:
• Ifyou are under 21, do not walk around with alcohol, unless you really want to talk to the cops.

• If you work on campus always have your alarm code ready; just trust me on this one.
• Fire is not your friend.

Juvenile problem

lucky the second time.

I also want to know what people think of the otter blotter, so drop me an email,
or@csumb.edu. Enjoy, editor-in-chief Chanelle Raboteau.

mar 12 2003-wednesday
LARCENY THEFT
Theft from a building (petty)

Location: 203/Residence hall
Summary: Officer investigates report from
locksmith that a card reader had been
stolen from the residence hall.

INCIDENT
Noise complaint

Location: 203/Residence hall
Summary: Officers respond to complaints
of excessive noise. Responsible parties were
contacted and asked to lower the volume.

Location: Schoonover Park 1
Summary: Officers respond to anonymous
report of juveniles fighting in the street.
Upon arrival, officers contact a group of
juveniles “play fighting” outdoors, under
supervision by an adult neighbor.

INCIDENT
Suspicious person

mar 312003-monday
ALCOHOL
Possession of alcohol by a minor

mar24 2003-monday

Location: Parking lot 01

INCIDENT

Summary: Officers observe individual car
rying open container of alcoholic beverage
in public. Subject is under 21 and is cited as
a minor in possession of alcohol,

Personal welfare check

mar 13 2003-thursday

INCIDENT

Location: Campus quad
Summary: Officers check welfare of students
camped by the flagpole in a war protest.

INCIDENT/ALARM

Suspicious circumstances

INCIDENT/ALARM

Location: 206/Residence hall
Summary: Officer responds to report of
woman heard screaming and running. Area
check fails to locate any such person and
other people in the area heard nothing.

INCIDENT

Intrusion/burglary alarm

Suspicious circumstances

Location: 204/Residence Hall

mar 18 2003-tuesday

Location: 12/Library
Summary: Officers respond to alarm acti
vation. Activation caused by one door
being blown open by interior fans. Building
checked and secured.

ALCOHOL

mar252003-tuesday

Drunk in a public place

INCIDENT/ALARM

Location: Frederick Park 1
Summary: Officers search for a truck
reportedly stuck in the roadside sand.
Truck is located, unoccupied. A few
moments later, the driver/owner arrives on
foot and is found to be intoxicated and
unable to care for his own safety. Subject is
arrested, booked and lodged at county jail
until sober.

Intrusion/burglary alarm

Fire alarm

Location: 206/Residence hall
Summary: Officer responds to alarm activa
tion. No fire found. Alarm set of by burnt toast.
INCIDENT
Suspicious circumstances

Location: 206/Residence hall
Summary: Officer responds to report of the
odor of narcotics, upon arrival, officer is
unable to locate any odor or evidence of same.

mar 142003-friday
INCIDENT
Suspicious group

Location: 210/Residence hall
Summary: Officers respond to complaint of
noisey subjects in the quad. Group of 15 to
20 individuals contacted and counseled.
They agreed to move elsewhere.
INCIDENT
Suspicious circumstances

mar 17 2003-monday

mar 20 2003-thursday
INCIDENT
Student conduct code violation

Location: Frederick Park 2
Summary: Officers respond to anonymous
complaint of noisy subjects and a running
water hydrant. Area check upon arrival
failed to locate either.

Location: 204/Residence hall
Summary: Officers respond to report of
strong odor of marijuana. Resident con
tacted, who surrenders the remaining mar
ijuana for destruction. Case referred to stu
dent discipline office.

mar152003-saturday

mar 22 2003-saturday

Location: 02/Administrative Center
Summary: Officer responds to alarm acti
vation. Inadvertent activation by faculty
member.

mar 26 2003-wednesday

Summary: Officer responds to report of
glass breaking and a subject seen urinating
from a balcony. Area check fails to locate
either described event.

apr 3 2003-thursday
INCIDENT

Suspicious circumstances

Location: 205/Residence Hall

Summary: Officers respond to report of
minors in possession of alcohol. Several
residents contacted. No alcohol found.

INCIDENT

apr 6 2003-sunday

Student conduct code violation

INCIDENT

Location: Parking Lot 201
Summary: Officer contacts student regard
ing minor in possession of alcoholic bever
age, but is called away to assist Marina
Police.

Fire on campus property

INCIDENT/ALARM

Intrusion/burglary alarm

Location: 82/University Services
Summary: Officer responds to alarm acti
vation at module “a.” Inadvertent activa
tion by student coffee sales personnel.

VIOLATION

INCIDENT

Skateboarding or roller-skating

Student conduct code violation

Location: Campus quad
Summary: Officer responds to complaint of
skateboarding and loud noise in the quad.
Area check upon arrival fails to locate either
form of disturbance.

Location: 203/Residence hall
Summary: Officer investigates report of
unauthorized use of marijuana in dorm
room. Marijuana confiscated, owner
thereof to be contacted.

VANDALISM

INCIDENT

INCIDENT

INCIDENT

Noise complaint

Noise complaint

Party

Location: Frederick Park 2
Summary: Officer responds to anonymous
complaint of disturbance due to loud party.
Upon arrival, no loud party can be located.

Location: Frederick Park 1
Summary: Officer responds to complaint of
loud music coming from a vehicle. Vehicle
located, driver contacted, volume lowered.

Location: Frederick Park 1
Summary: Officers respond to complaint of
loud noise from a party. Resident advisors
dispersed the partygoers.
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apr 2 2003-wednesday

mar27 2003-thursday
Vandalism/damage under $400

Location: 202/Residence hall
Summary: Officer investigates report of
vandalism to furniture.

Location: 201/Residence Hall

Summary: Officer responds to report of fire. No
structure fire found. Fire was in garbage can
outside. Cause of fire as yet undetermined.

apr 7 2003-monday
INCIDENT/ALARM
Fire alarm

Location: 91/Childrens Center

Summary: Officers respond to fire alarm at
child care center. No fire present. A toddler
had climbed on top of some toys and
grabbed the alarm pull.
INCIDENT
Suspicious circumstances

Location: Parking lot 17
Summary: Officer responds to report of
vehicle being vandalised. Upon arrival offi
cer finds a vehicle wrapped in toilet paper.
No permanent damage to vehicle. Appears
to be a practical joke registered owner
found and notified.

Super Crossword

Anthony Popovic used the online voting system for the first time.

Unofficial Student Voice Board
Election Results
President
Lisa Moreno 260
Michael Fernandez 162
Vice-President
Mac Clemmens 349
Financial Director
Matt Mueller 354
Legislative Director
Robert Noble 332

Public Relations Director
Kelly Bland 370
Events WorkGroup Chair
Vito Triglia 385
Lower Division
Academic Senator
Ashley Simmons 206
Allison Owings 170

Upper Division
Academic Senator
Jacob Michael Martin 183
David Hernadez 161

Environmental Senator
Nat Rojanasathira 383

ACROSS
1 Exercise
target
5 Actuate
10 Boston —
14 Denzel
Washington
film
19 Kansas city
20 — incognita
21 Comfort
22 “Middlemarch”
author
23 Butchershop buy
25 Modem
Mesopota
mia
26 Numerical
word form
27 Theater
collection
28 Director
Michael
30 Satyric trait
32 Vim
33 Bond rating
35 Neapolitan
song
38 Work over?
39 Tarnish
44 PBS
benefactor
45 Mrs. Nick
Charles
47 ABA
member
48 Shipshape
50 Standard
52 Court cry
56 Start of a
Nash verse
60 Maestro
Arturo

63 Opening
remark?
64 To and —
65 Rang
66 Rapper
Tone —
67 Rained and
snowed
70 Kruger of
“High Noon"
72 “— vous
plait"
73 To boot
74 Bach
favorite
78 Hostage
81 New Deal
agcy.
82 — May
Oliver
83 Most enthu
siastic
87 Diminutive
suffix
88 Make
minestrone
90 Say
please
92 Actress
Zellweger
93 Connecticut
county
95 It’s a guy
thing
98 Perplexed
99 WWII site
101 Kenwood
competitor
102 Glowing
103 No, to
Nureyev
106 Asian soldier
107 Haphazard
110 Disney
dog

113 George
Peppard
series
117 Korf or Sara
118 What a
feller
needs
119 Keeping
120 Give in to
gravity
123 Walked
126 Diacritical
mark
128 Author
Ambler
131 Famed disc
jockey
134 Irving’s
“The —
New
Hampshire”
135 Amneris'
rival
136 Messy
Madison
137 European
country
138 High-tech
missives
139 Expensive
140 Uses a
trepan
141 TV’s “Ding
— School”
DOWN
1 Trim
2 Sampras
strokes
3 Soap
additive
4 Chicken
little?
5 “•— been
ages!”

6 “Simple
Simon
—. .
7 Type of sch.
8 Thalia’s
sister
9 Albert and
Victoria
10 Mile High
Center
architect
11 Boathouse
item
12 Sacred
song
13 Costume
sparkler
14 Kid
15 Castilian
cry
16 Hefty
herbivore
17 Short
messages
18 Stick ’em in
your ear
24 Actor
Morales
29 Singer
Summer
31 — Canals
34 Composer
Thomas
36 August one?
37 Big
revolver?
38 Holstein’s
home
39 Rome’s —
of Caracalla
40 Lucy’s
landlady
41 Marker
42 “Aladdin”
frame

LETTERPERFECT

43 Grapefruit
serving
46 Way
49 Deck of
destiny
51 Dewy
53 Pickling
herb
54 Baseball’s
Slaughter
55 Puerto —
57 City on the
Allegheny
58 Reply to the
Little Red
Hen
59 One who
no's best?
61 Smug smile
62 “The Color
Purple”
character
65 Kirsch kin
68 Sgt. Bilko
69 Campus
digs
71 Designer
Lapidus
73 Bronte’s
Grey”
75 Tom, Dick,
and Harry
76 Skater
Cohen
77 Franco of
“Camelot”
78 Cougar
79 Landed
80 Gets
hitched
84
Gay”
85 Big rigs
86 Choppers
88 Deal with a
dragon

89 Newsboy’s
shout
91 Kamm or
Kristofferson
94 Contradict
95 Harnessed
the oxen
96 Bird of prey
97 Abbreviated
address
100 Sodom
escapee
104 JFK abbr.
105 Fine fiber
108 Compassion
109 Moved like
116 Down
110 Woodwork
ing tool
111 Postulate
112 Nile feature
114 Mysterious
115 Iron
clothes?
116 Animal that
roared?
119 Convent
cubicle
121 Namu or
Willy
122 Bloomsbury
buggy
124 Roy Rogers’
birthplace
125 Bruce or
Laura
127 “Agnus —”
129 Journalist
Tarbell
130 Roller
coaster
unit
132 “— longa,
vita brevis”
133 Brew barrel

Multicultural Senator
Salvador Salazar-Gomez
189
Nallely Gutierrez 183
Residential Hall Senator
Jennifer Moore 192
Stephanie Young 172
Technology Senator
Joseph Forman 359
Senator-at-Large
Maggie Watts 245
Mark Weirick 196
Garrett Barnicoat 209
Megan Holbrook 139
Please be aware that elec
tion results are not final
until the last day of appeals
passes. Any questions can
be directed to either Anita
Castledine or Carolyn
Drouin via First Class.
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sports
sports calendar
every m/w/f
Baseball Club
Noon CSUMB Baseball Field. Free. Contact Andrew
Kihn via FirstClass.

intramural Volleyball
6:30pm-8:30pm Otter Sports Center(Bldg. 90).
Free. Contact Amber Magner via FirstClass.

every Wednesday
Intramural Indoor Soccer
6:30pm-8:30pm Otter Sports Center(Bldg. 90).
Free. Contact Amber Magner via FirstClass.

Intramural Basketball: March Madness
5pm-7pm Otter Sports Center(Bldg. 90). Free.
Contact Amber Magner via FirstClass.

every friday (3/ 21-4/18)
525 runners begin their long, 13 mile trek around the CSUMB campus.

Half Marathon; a success more ways than one
By Skip Powers
JOHN_POWERS@CSUMB.EDU

The Fourth Annual Monterey Bay Half
Marathon took place March 29 on and
around the CSUMB campus. Five hundred
twenty-five runners registered for the uni
versity sponsored event, and 470 of them
completed the grueling 13.1-mile course.
More was on the line than just a stroll on
the hilly, paved route. The top 10 male and
female overall finishers were granted entry
into the upcoming 2003 Big Sur Marathon.
Many use this race as a tune up for one of
the most majestic marathons in the world.
For CSUMB, the half marathon had a dif

ferent meaning this year. While being a
huge fundraiser for the school and its ath
letic program, big plans were in store for
this year’s proceeds.
CSUMB has teamed up with USA Track &
Field and Running USA in a cooperative
project that will post a long distance running
training center on the CSUMB campus.
Two dollars out of every $35.00 entry fee
will be donated to the training center,
which is one of four of these centers, are to
be built across the United States. At the
CSUMB center, 12 Olympic hopeful ath
letes will train for their shot at the 2008
Olympics.
“The hope is that with this training center,

the athletes will come and be able to train,
but at the same time bring revenue to the
school,” said Athletic Director Bill Trumbo.
The other big winner of the event is the
CSUMB men’s and women’s cross country
teams. The team will come away with a
$5,000 to $7,000 donation to help pay for
scheduling and travel expenses.
The cross-country team also uses this
event as one of their off-season races. The
13-mile run is more than double the dis
tance the Otter’s face during the season,
but it is one of the rare opportunities they
get to put a race under their belt.
“These off-season runs gives them races,
and keeps them busy,” Coach Yi Mao said.

Intramural Softball
5pm-7pm CSUMB Baseball Field. Free. Contact
Amber Magner via FirstClass.

CSUMB junior Michael Lancaster was in
midseason form as he completed the 13.1
mile loop in a time of 1:28:44.7, good
enough to place him third in the 20-29 age
group and 16th overall. Lancaster was fol
lowed by Nick Mount, who finished 17th in
the same division and 76th overall.
For the women, newcomer Lindsay
Scattini finished sixth in the 20-29 age
group, and 133rd overall. Despite being
bothered by bursitis, Scattini finished at
1:51:09.1.
Ten Otters also participated in the Lovers
Point Valentines Day run, and Coach Mao
expects 10 more to participate in the
upcoming Big Sur 5k.

McClintock steps down as men's head basketball coach
By Skip Powers
JOHN_POWERS@CSUMB.EDU

After four years as the head coach of the
CSUMB men’s basketball team, Bill
McClintock has decided to call it quits and
resign from his position.
McClintock, who came to CSUMB in
1999, led this year’s team to a 15-15 overall
record, and the 10-4 record the Otters
sported in Cal-Pac play put them in the
conference tournament for the second
consecutive season.
In addition to McClintock’s success at the
helm on the court, off the court he was
instrumental in improving the academic
performance and increasing the number of
graduates from the program.
McClintock, who was a starting forward
on the 1959 Cal Berkeley National champi
onship team, has been giving back to his
community for a life that has been so
rewarding on the court.
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McClintock founded and directs the Pete
Newell Tall Women and Girl’s basketball
camps in the summer on the CSUMB cam
pus. He was also instrumental in establish
ing the Pete Newell Endowed Scholarship
Fund, which provides scholarship support
to the basketball program.
Now with McClintock riding away into
the sunset, the Otters turn to one of their
own to carry out the coaching duties.
Athletic Director Bill Trumbo will do dou
ble duty as the athletic director and men’s
head basketball coach for at least the next
two years. Trumbo, who came to CSUMB in
June of 2000 from a ten-year tenure as ath
letic director at the University of Hawaii at
Hilo is no stranger to the basketball court.
For over two decades Trumbo has
coached basketball at all levels, from junior
college, NAIA, NCAA Division II and
Division I. He also has international coach
ing experience, being at the helm of the
Kenyan National Team.

Trumbo’s track record should cause some
anticipation in the program. Trumbo was
selected California’s Community College Coach
of the Year while at Santa Rosa Junior College,
where he led the Cubs to a 212-68 record, cap
turing seven conference championships, and
nine trips to the California State Community
College tournament in his nine year stint.
Trumbo also served played a similar role
at Sonoma State as he will here, doubling up
as the athletic director and basketball coach.
He led the Sonoma team to back-to-back
conference crowns, and a bid to the NCAA
Division II National Tournament, where he
accumulated a 39-17 record in his two years.
Despite being away from the court since 1990
when he was at Santa Barbara City College,
Trumbo is confident he can get the job done.
“I want to provide the best possible lead
ership,” Trumbo said. “I am probably the
best available person for the position.”
Trumbo’s style of play will differ from that
of McClintock’s. Trumbo likes an up-temp

game and likes to run. He prefers quickness
to size, and use the full 90 feet of the court.
On the defensive side, Trumbo plans to use
man, and play around with a zone, depend
ing on how his team reacts.
One of the main reasons Trumbo took
the job is due to the budget cuts the school
is dealing with. The school didn’t have the
funds to go out and get a part time coach.
“The projection of growth is a couple
years away,” Trumbo said. “I hope in the
two year time frame that we will be able to
create funding.”
Despite the funding problems, Trumbo is
bringing back the assistant coaches on last
year’s team.
“They are both willing to come back,”
Trumbo said. “This will keep the continuity
of the program.”
With Trumbo’s track record, and a pro
gram that has been on a steady incline in
the win column, the Otter’s look to be in
good hands for the upcoming season.

sports
Teaching Cal Tech
By Jacob Pickering
Jacob_pickering-esquibel@csumb.edu

CSUMB baseball club came off spring
break and stepped back onto the field
Thursday March 27 to face Cal Tech for the
second time this season.
The game got off to a quick start, with Cal
Tech scoring a run in the top of the first
inning. The Otters came back in full swing,
with Brain Laatsch hitting a fly ball right
into the sun.
The Cal Tech pitcher stuck his head up to
catch the ball and caught more of the sun
than anything and yelled out “I can’t see
it...I can’t see it!” Trying to help him out,
the first and second basemen came rush
ing to his aid and the ball dropped in
between all of them. These on-the-field
antics allowed Laatsch to run all the way
around to third base.
The field was filled with silence as Erik
Adams stepped to the plate. The pitcher
tried to stay away from Adams, but his
swing sent the ball screaming out into cen
ter field, which gave Laatsch a safe run
home and brought the score to a 1-1 tie.
With two men on base, Andrew Kihn
stepped up, hitting an ankle-biting ground-

ball to the shortstop, which allowed Collin
Martin to make it home from second base.
This ended the scoring in the first inning.
One of the most surprising plays was when
a Cal Tech player hit a shallow fly ball to right
field. Running to catch it, center fielder
Laatsch and right fielder Josh Deane crossed
paths and Deane’s glove snagged the ball for
the final out of the second inning.
Cal Tech came up with two more runs by
the top of the fourth inning, the Otters
chomped right back down and held them,
keeping the last three innings scoreless.
When the game was over, the Otters
totaled eleven strikeouts. Who were these
Otter pitchers who did such a grand job?
Starting off the game, Adams pitched
until the third inning, when Trevor Foley
took over the job. Completing the power
house of pitching was Doug Cannon and
Braden Warrender. The final score was
brought to a 9-4 win.
Friday March 28 the Otters were back in
action, this time playing Bethany. There was
only one game in result; it was only nine
innings instead of two seven-inning games.
The Otters stood up tall and played hard.
“The defense played really well,” said
Kihn “Collin Martin pitched really well—
gave up only two runs in seven innings.”
Unfortunately the Otters came away with
out the win, with the final score 10-0.

Otters new pond
in progress
By Chris Ashton
CHRIS_ASHTON@CSUMB.EDU

Instead of being cooped up in the basket
ball storage closet, the CSUMB Otter will
finally have a place to swim.
On March 10 site construction for the
new 25 meter by 25-yard pool began. The
new pool will be located off of 2nd Avenue
between Lighfighter and 1st Street, west of
the Stadium Field house. Some might won
der how our budget cutting school could
afford a $2.4 million project. Simple—the
new pool was funded by an EDA grant.
“ The pool will feature handicap lifts and
accessibility, a competitive short course
venue, a minimum size 22.5 meter all deep
water polo facility, and a deep tank for div
ing,” said Bill Trumbo, head of the CSUMB
Athletic Department.
Not only is a pool being built on this site,
but also to accompany the new fresh water
lagoon are locker rooms, storage space,

Faren Lauser shooting an 82, 81; sopho
more Anna Pozzi with an 86, 90; sopho
more Jessica Prather with a 91, 88; and
junior Samantha Clawson with a 99, 96.
This performance by the Otters was good
enough for an 8th place tie.
“To be honest, we didn’t do as well as we
wanted,” Jeurgens said. “Katy’s perform
ance was outstanding, but I was hoping
for more from the rest of the team. We’ll
see in about two or three weeks if our
spring tournament performances were
good enough for another trip to
Nationals.”
In the meantime, the Otters continue to
grind away, practicing daily at home
course, Bayonet/Blackhorse. In the com
ing weeks the Otters will compete in their
last regular season tournament, the CalPac Championship.
The tournament will be held at Carmel
Valley Ranch Resort in Carmel Valley on
April 24. The Otters will tee off at 10 a.m.
and Juergens encourages fans to head out
to the course and support the woman’s
golf team.

“Row, row, row, your boat, gently up the stream”
The Otter sailing team can tell you that
there is nothing “merry” or “dreamy” about
any of the huge, choppy watered streams.
For those of you who don’t know how,
where, and when the sailing team com
petes, let me break it down for you easier
than our well-known nursery rhyme.
The team sails on “Flying Juniors,” which
are 12-foot boats that hold two people
each. The A Fleet is one boat, which every
CSU School that competes puts in the race.
The B Fleet is more than one boat from
each of the CSU schools.
There is the skipper who acts as a naviga
tor and steers the boat in the direction of the
finish line. There is also the crew who is the
muscle of the boat. The crew is responsible
for holding the boat up and keeping it afloat.
The race works like this. The first boat in
receives one point and the last boat
receives 15 points. The boat with the lowest
score wins the race, or regatta.
In the Otter’s first competition at CSU

Maritime, they placed 5 out of 9 in the
north division.
Cal Berkeley hosted a separate race at
Treasure Island, where the Otters took 5th
place out of 9 again and on the Sunday of
the race they took 4th place out of 9.
This past weekend, Stanford University
hosted a race and the Otters placed 5th out
of 9 and 7th out of 9 throughout the regatta.
In just their first season, the sailing jJrogram has qualified for the Northern Series
Championships. The team has made
tremendous strides throughout the year.
Coach Frank Degnan happy with the team’s
progress said, “We’re doing pretty well. In reality,
it is pretty competitive when we’re racing
against programs like Stanford and Cal Berkeley
whose programs are long established.”
About the future of the program, Coach
Degnan seemed enthusiastic and excited.
“College sailing does not hand out scholar
ships, so kids that cannot afford private
schools that want to sail may look at Monterey
and come here. It’s a premier location.”
Things are looking up for the sailing
team in their first year of college competi
tion. Give them credit, with only 8 people
on the roster and not a lot of money for
their budget, these Otters are sailing
smooth through some choppy waters.

ESPN put it best when confronting sport
affiliates that these ARE just games, battles,
wars, gridirons, attacks, are being dealt
with overseas in a situation where there
really is no true winner.
Major league baseball fans hold on to
your hats, bats, and balls, the season has
begun.
Barry Bonds is approaching his God-

Father Willie Mays on the all time homerun
list, once again proving the old theory, “Like
God-Father, like son.”
Too much of our golf team’s dismay, The
Otter invitational was mastered more by a
school of Whales than Otters.
Otter Basketball coach Bill McClintock
retired shortly after this season, we owe it to
him for bringing these once drowning Otters

to a pool of talented and competitive teams.
CSUMB hosted its annual half marathon
two weeks ago, 20 of our own athletes, stu
dent, and staff Otters participated and fin
ished the marathon all in quite impressive
times.
I participated and finished half an hour into
it after a grueling 30 minutes of passing water
and Gatorade to the passing runners.

Sail Away
By Colin Pfaff

Lady Otter wins
tournament
By Chris Ashton
CHRIS_ASHTON@CSUMB.EDU

Although not finishing well in the Santa
Clara tournament, the Lady Otters golf
team improved their tournament play.
On March 30 and April 1 the Otters teed
off at Palm Valley Golf Club in Phoenix,
Arizona to compete in the Grand Canyon
Invitational.
Out of the five Otters that competed,
one performance stood out the most. Katy
Murphy, a junior transfer, shot 74 in the
first round and followed with a 73 to win
the tournament.
“I was very pleased with Katy’s perform
ance,” said coach Marcia Juergens. “She is
a confident competitor and is very serious
when she plays. She doesn’t mess around.”
Finishing behind Murphy was junior

Colin’s Column
By Colin Pfaff
COLIN_PFAFF@CSUMB.EDU

The madness of March never fails.
Unfortunately, neither does Vegas when
you’re betting on these unpredictable games.

classroom and management offices and a
first aid office. The heated pool will also
contain a state of the art filtration system.
This new $2.4 million pool will be used
mostly for classes for the first year or so.
Swimming and fitness classes will be
offered for Fall 2003. As well, students, fac
ulty and staff will be allowed to use the pool
for recreational use for up to six hours a day.
Memberships will be available, but the
exact details have not yet been determined.
Not only will the pool be used for classes
and recreation, but also for sporting events.
“In the future we hope to have a swim
team, a waterpolo team, and a dive team,”
Trumbo said. Although these sports teams
will not be starting anytime soon, plans for
the development of the teams is in progress.
Some might wonder who will save those
from drowning. Bill Trumbo will be adver
tising for student lifeguards, including a
head lifeguard position in late spring. If you
are interested, please contact ASRH at
extension 3015 for more information.
Finally, a groundbreaking ceremony will
occur on Friday, April 18 between 11-lp.m.
at the pool site. Following the ceremony
will be a hot dog and hamburger lunch—
for free of course.

COLIN_PFAFF@CSUMB.EDU
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person on campus
What encouraging words would you say to the U.S soldiers in Iraq?
By Marian Muhammad

marian_muhammad@csumb.edu

Amy Carter, Freshman

Erich Eichman, Freshman

Nicholas Anderson, Freshman

Matt Cova, Freshman

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

MANAGEMENT & INTERNATIONAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

HUMAN COMMUNICATION

Drink a lot of water out there in the desert.

Despite all the protesting there are still
quite a few people who support the troops.
Stay strong!

Have faith and be strong.

Good luck and come home safe despite the
cause.

Brihmah Vonjo, Junior

Nicholas Johnson, Junior

Krissi Rathburn, Sophomore

Jason Howard, Junior

GLOBAL STUDIES

MANAGEMENT & INTERNATIONAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

LIBERAL STUDIES

A lot of peoples thoughts and prayers are
with them and we just want to see them
come home.

Question everything; is this really for the
liberation for Iraq or is it more for the eco
nomic development of the homeland?
Why are we at war?

I would want them to know they have a lot
of love and support.

Pray everyday and that people in America
are behind them 100%.

Cameron Lloyd, Junior

Vito Triglia, Junior

Geoffrey Collier, Freshman

LIBERAL STUDIES

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE

GLOBAL STUDIES

HUMAN COMMUNICATION

You’re being asked to do something difficult
that many agree with and many don’t but no
one understands what your going through
except for the people who are there with you.

Don’t worry I heard that D.U. (Depleted
Uranium) is a myth.

Although there are a lot of people protest
ing we thank you for going over there and
doing your job and protecting the free
doms that we get.

We love you!
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Windy Swindt, Freshman

